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CIL\PTER I
INTRODUCTION
When Shakespeare formulated -HarnJet's castle soliloquy,
he emphasized the role of hnman 1nvolvement by construing
•iTo be or not to be, that ll

the thought as a question.
the question. 111

There are. at least two implied assertions

contained here..

First, man is aware that he has an option,

either to be, to exist, to live or to negate this, to bring
his existence to a clqse, to cease to exist, to will not

.•

to be.

Secondly, the context.of Hamlet's soliloquy indicates

that if one exercises the option "to be", he becomes involved
in "being" for something, for some purpose or non-purpose,
for some reason. 2
.

In a variety of different approaches most philo~ophies
and theologies tr~at these ·two foci of individual existence
and the purpose or meaning of individual existence.

Among

twentieth century philosophi_c·a1 trends, existentialism has
centered concern around the question of individual existence.
~

Existentialism, by definition, signifies th~t all meaning
is.derived when an existing subject begins to _become aware
not only of this existence but of one's own potentiality to
develop the way one chooses,_- even in the midst of,- anxiety
arid paradox

and uncertainty.•

Rlt

Along the same lack
the Christian Church through its
A
preaching and .t e_aching, either explicitly or implicitly,

(2)

has concerned itself with the significance of individual
existence.

At a minimum existentialism and the Christian

Church find a correlation in that they share the inquiry
~nto the n~ture of human existenc_e. 3 In this paper(the
l

\

author in-t ends· ~o examine) some aspects of exia~entialism
...

and their i ·m p1ications for Christian education.

The· format is outlined according
proce4ure.

to

•

<.VJ..· .,__.._, a.,,"-.\·"·'·~L

the following

Part
two examines existentialism as an historical
..

movement, the way in which it gre1fl'and developed, the men

who shaped and formed its concerns, and the present Sitz

1m Leben of existentialism in the world.

Part three provides
.
an amplified definition of existentialism along with its

main concerns and emphases.· Part four, the main section of
the paper, includes the basic understandings of ~xistentialism
according to t~e following categories: reality; authenticity·;·

man and his values; religious and moral values; freedom,
choice and responsibility; and educational theory and method-

o~ogy.

Included in each of these sections is an application

and correlation of existentialist understandings for. Christian
I

•

edu~#:=1.tion.

·Part five concludes with a brief' summary as well

as~ few suggestions. for continued investig2tion in this
area.

,1

(i'1·•'- 'I. . .

•

The methodology used through·o ut the po.per is · bibliographical.
3econdary _works are extensively used in the study under

_,.,

consideration.

the _p aper.

Footnotes appear by chapt~r at the end of
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CHAPTER I
INT'RODUOTION
When Shakespeare formulated Hamlet's castle soliloquy,
he emphasized the role of b1Jman involvement by construing
the thought as a question.

"To be or not to be, that

ll

the guestion. 111

There are at least two implied assertions

contained here..

First, man is. aware that he has an option,

either to be, to exist, to live or to negate this, to bring
his existence to a close, to cease to exist, to will not
.•

to be.

Secondly, the context of BamJ et' s ~oliloquy indic·ates

that -if one exercises the option "to be", he becomes involved
in "being" for something, for some purpose or non-purpose·,
for some reason. 2
.

In a variety of different approaches mo.s t philo~ophies

and theologies treat these two foci of individual existence
.

and the purpose or meaning of individual existence.

.

Among

twentieth century philosophical trends, existentialism has
centered concern around the question of individual existence.
Existentialism, by definition, signifies th~t all meaning
is. derived when an existing_ subject begins t ·o ._become aware
not only of this existence but of one's own potentiality to
_develop the way one chooses, even in the midst of anxiety
and paradox and m1certainty.
pq

Along the same t'ack the Christian ·C hurch t _h rough its
A

preaching and teaching, either explicitly or ~mplicitly,

:aliilt

(2)

has concerned itself with the- significance of individual
existence.

At a minimum existentialism- and the Christian

Church find a correlation in that they share the inqu~ry
into the nature of human existence. 3 In this paper(the
\

'
author intends· ~o examine)some
aspects of exia:tentialism
and their implications for Christian education.

The· format is outlined according
procedure.

to

.

<1..1-..~.- 1-·Y tt.1 •~\•"··'·'L

the following

Part two .e xamines existentialism as an historicaJ.

movement, the way in which it gre-vland developed, the men
who shaped and formed its concerns, and the present Sitz
. im Leben of existentialism in the world.

Part three provides

an amplified definition of existentialism along with its

main concerns and ·emphases.· Part four, the main s~ction of

..

tho paper, includes the basic understandings of existentialism
according to the following categories: reality; authenticity;·
man and his values; religious and moral values; freedom,

choice . and responsibility; and.educational theory arid methodology.

Included in each of these sections is an application

~d correlation of exis~entialist underst~ndings for -Christian

edu~::..tion. ·Par·t five conclud.es with a b~ie'f summary as well
as a few suggestions for continued investigation in this
area.

,1

~-,/ \,\-"

The methodology used throughout the -p aper ·10 bibliograph:ical.
3econdary works are extensively used in the study under
consideration.

the _p aper.

Footnotes appear by chapt~r at the end of

-

CHAPTER II
-HISTORY OF THE EXISTENTIALIST MOVEMENT.
In mythology Minerva springs full-grown and mature

from the head of Jove.
of existentialism.

Such is not the case in the history

Existentialism developed and grew mider

the aegis of historical factors.

Men have shaped, formed

and patterned existentialism according to their interests.

The section which follows includes both the contributing
factors of historical conditioning and the formative in.
fluen·c e of seminal thinkers in determining the p~esent Sitz
.

.

im Leben of existentialism in the ·world.
---.

Beginning with the historical movements that conditioned
existentialism, one finds the phenomena of the

age.

of reason,

the advent of the modern disciplin~ of science, the development of total war and the breakdown of absolutes.

The age of rea~on, beginni~g around the seventeenth

century and continuing onward, created a need in philosophy
which existentialism attempt~d to fill.

In reference to the

,-"'-~vC

age of reason, ·K enneth---R-. M.e ~ri~l, addr.essing__
·__the . Focus on

Philosophy Conference, Oklah~ma -College -fo~ Continuing.
Educatio~, has said,

.

1J.J•.c: 1.:-~,,_

. I.,.

•

~! ."li<-,t-· .

.

,!'_<?.:r-~the. philos~phers of that age, who prided
themselves upon being reasonable and rational,
overstated their case in one particular respect.

Reas·on was seen not onl.y as man's highest faculty,
capable of solving all problems and of providing
knowledge, but·also as entirely positive and flawle~s
and thus as the highest product of creation. In other
words, reason was considered to be abaelute. 1

Exist-entialism, then, can in part be understood as arising
as a ~orrective to ·a ny system of thought which attempts _to

-

be absolutist without giving a full meaning and definition
to the role of emotion ~d feeling in the individ11al.
The rise of .science during the seventeenth to the
twentiet~ centuries created a society geared to the ~ctive
.

and the verifiable.

~

'

Science, through applications, brought

about the Industrial Revolution'. .-and:'.the industrial society

with its tendencies to think of the individual ae a "mass"
man.

Existentialism can be understood in part -as a reaction ·

against attempts to objectify_the individual ·by making him
part ·of an objective "mass" man society.2;

..,

_ . Closely connected with the advent of the scientific age
was the breakdown of absolute standards and values.

Science

demonstrated that earth was no longer the center of the
universe.

Anthropological -and sociological studies of the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries emphasized the relative
nature of each person's morality and p~sition in life.

Freud

initiated a discipline that questioned. the basis for behavior
by postulating a· -hidden agenda that each person possesses

in his

subconsciousness.~

In philosophy the inability to

provide a ,universal system of truth is " ••• evide~c.e d by the

failure of rationalism, positivism and pragmatism ••• u~
The focus of the breakdown of abso1utes. is the total
war experiences of the twentieth cen~.

Dachau and

Hiroshima provided realities that could not be comprehended
or explained by most men.~

-

(5)

Economic, emotional, moral and political devastation and

chaos left many olq values shattered.

Existentialism can be

understood in part as an attempt to face this breakdown
and general devastation and provide a method to live in the

midst of the realities of life.
~urning from these historical factors to the individuals
in existentialist thought, a number of leading figures dominate

the scene:

Blaise.Pascal, Soren Kierkegaard, Fydor Dostoevsky,

Friedrick· -Nietzsche, Karl Marx, Jean-Paul Satre, Albert
Camus,· Martin Heidigger, Martin Buber, Gabri·e 1 Marcel,

Paul Tillich, Karl Jaspers and Rudolph Bu.ltm"nn.

Each of

these authors contributed concepts and emphases to the
~

existential way of thinking. · Pascal (1623-1662) anticipated

..

-

the coming threats of the results of science and began to
form what later became the exi·stentialist emphasis on the

individual.

~oren Kierkegaard, in the midet of what Pascal

had seen two centuries prior, and feeling the urgency for
communicating what he considered to be the Christian answer
to his age, worked out the main concerns on which existentialists center their thought~)

-

Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900)

brought existentialism into the twentiet~ century with a
'

radical atheistic existentialism aimed
.

l'"l

of mediocrity and conformity. ,r,.

·

11

•••

against the cult
.

'

The twentieth century has

brought about a galaxy of existentialists from al~ corners
of the intellectual world.

Sartre and Camus, among others,

particularly have used the genre·of literature to present

(6)

·their non-theistic existentialism.
.

Heidigger:and _J aspers

.

.

have used more traditional philosophical methods to i:resent
.
their non-theistic existentialism •. The Jew Buber, the-Roman

..

'\

Catholic Marcel and the Protestants Tillich and Bul-tmann

have contributed to the exi13tentialiet approach from their

-

own particular backgrounds and theological persuasion.

. In summary, existentialism can be seen as a personal
movement against the objectifying influences of science and

reason; as an attempt to provide a semblance of meaning
against the devastation of total war;

and

as a ·f lexible

meeting ground in which men of very diverse intellectual
.

and spiritual commitments·find a core of common starting
.

.

points.

Chapter three examines these starting points in

spelling out a definition of existentialism.

....

CHA?l'BR III

111111

,any articles treating existentitlicm beein by noting
the cliLiculty that one has in trying to define the exact
nature of exi s tenti~.lism.
of a number of fg,ctors .

Thie difficulty develops because
First, exi E:t entiali s ts write out

of their diverne pereouaJ. contexts as atheists, theiats ,
agno6tics , Jewo, Protest ants or

orw.n C<i.tholics.

Secondly,

existentialism can be either o torlistic or peosi ttistic in tone ,
depending on the view. oint of the 1>1rticulo.r axistentiali s t.

-

Thirdly , existenti alism " ••• c annot 1,e studied objectively
fron uithout, but requireG the s tudent to i denti:::y hir.ioclf
with ite doctrines from with.i11. 111

Fourthly, many of the

writiJ16S of exiet i:ntialists " ••• bristle uith

...

difficultiee . 112

t yli otic

Fifthly, existentialism has become associated

in the popular mind with a left-wing beatnick t ype of thinking
that is fore i gn to everyday life; that existentialism is
" ••• some ho,-, ••• a clande a tine 1-,eddi11g of nordic melancholy
with Parisian pornography. 113 Sixthly, existentinli am is
difficult to define because of the ambib-uous nature of its
inquiry ; t ~ t is, into human cxiot once and subj ective
exporience.

Kenneth B. l•!errill, in thEl address nentioned

a bove, .. xpresses the problem as follous,
In a uord, the existentialists are acutely aware
of the absolutely central problem of communication and
of the concomitant tem~tation to try to achieve a

(8) .
.

.

cer~~in epecj.ous cla. tty ~t · the expense of fidelity
to lived e~perience.
_

4

FolloWing this line of thought/the same author BSS'B,
'),,,'

.

.

" •• ~to try t ·o nail down or freeze the essence of h1unan life
\ is at ·o~ce tr~acherous ·and imposeib1e~or, ·perhaps more

accurately, treacherou:s because ·i t is impossible. 5
Finally, more extreme existe~tialista argue that the very

,..

natu.r_e of the starting point of existentialist .tbink-1.ng

den~es ·the possibility of definition .to existentialism.
~hose who ac~ept this extreme position maintain
that no lforde c~ ·do j/st·ice to a de:rini tion of
· existentialism. because the use o+ words in a ·
definition is already an attempt to give the essence
of an idea ~r thing, whereas existential~~m is the
concept that
existence precedes essence. · · . .
.
'

,...

However, even if one r .e tains these obstacle~ to d·efin~
.

.

. ition, .a general conscensus of opinion presents itself in a

...

few: key ~once.p ts. . First,

as

mentioned above, . the .h aJlmark

. of every existentialist is ~h.e phrase "existence prec~des
esaenc·e -. "

It is difficult to overstate the importance .

.
that this concep~ holds for anyone who thinks as an existent-

. ialist. lOswald O. Schrag, in Religion

~

Life state~

"_The common · ground upon which ••• existentialist~ can agree
is that subj·e ctivity 1·s the . start~g · point, and this is
. ,..

to BBS' that e;x:istence prec8des essence. 117 (John Macquarrie,
speaking to the sanie point, . sSS"s,)'~Y 'existentialism' is

meant ·.the type ~f philosophy ·w hich concerns i teelf with
h11man exis-t ence and which _tries -·to understand this existenceout .of the concrete. experience which, as · existents_, we all
·h ave. 118

(9)
This concept, the positing of existence of the individual
before the individual ever defines himself in terms of
experience and developing.personality and interests, marks
the starting point of almost every ex-i stf:!ntialist.
Developing from this core concept is the emp~asis in
existentialism on the concrete over the abstract, the personal and subjective over the impersonal and objective.
Personal encounter and commitment occupy a · prominent place
.

in existentiaiism(as the following four authors demonstrate.
George F. Kneller, ' in Introduction to the Philosoph.y of

,...

Education, says,
"-•• I

i.

.,t. ;·_... (

.

I
\

Philosophy should no~ objectively 9ontemplate
traditional philosophic questions;/rather, it
should become a passionate encounter with the
perennial problems of life and, in particular,
with the inevitability of death, the agony and joy of
love, the reality of choice, the experience of freedom
and the futiligY or fruitfulness of personal
relationships.
Oswald O Schrag, in an article from Religion in Life,
states,
••• existentialism, in contrast to speculative
thought which pri~arily stresses objectivity in
the sense of the rational and universal, is
thinking that is more concerned with the structure
and destiny of the human being than with being in
general. It is thinking of human experiences in
terms of voluntarism, the· subjective, and the
inescapable deeply personal decisions and commitments.
It asserts that ultimately in every mental and
physical event there is more meffiing than can be
expressed in a human rationale.
·
David E. Roberts, in Existentialism and Religious Belief,

""'

explains,

(10)

---

-

It drives us back _to the most basic, inner
problems: what it means to be a self, how we ought to·
use our freedom, how we can find and keep the
courage to face death. And even more important,
it bids each individual_ thinker 'ttrestle :witl1 these
problems until he has grown into personal authenticity;
insteii of simply taking his answers from someone
else.
·
Gerald F._ Kreyche, in an article titled Impact, of Existentialism
.2n Christian Thought,

says,

It has isaued an important and clarion call-for a
reemphasis· on mystery over problem; on being
over having-; on_ living over philosophies of life;
on- the quality of life .over life's longeveity;
-on love and affective experiez1ce over2abstract
knowledge; and on faith over reason.
Subjectivity; that· is, the meaning of man and his life,
is the basic consideration of the existentialist.
A-corollary of this emphasis on -existen9e and subjectivity i~ that " ••• reason is denied the power. to_ give a
coherent .account of reality. 1113

Tl1is does not imply, in

mont existentialist patterns of thought, that ~eason is
castigated or allowed_to languish.

Rather, reason is regul-

ated to a position .o f service to. the "subjectivity" \e1hich
is not definable.

Referine; to existentialism, "It stands

for the meaning that existence is, and it rejects -the
theory that man has available adequate instruments of
knowledge to reduce existence to what is. 1114
Finally, a further corollary of the precedence of
existence over essence is that " ••• this precedence is the

·
15
ru~im~nt of freedom."

The concept of "becoming" sums up

the implications of "exif:,tence precedes essence."

Every

(U) ·.

indivi'dual, according to this view, throughout his life
becomes what he wills to become.

...

This is a cont-inuing

proc·e ss toward a · potentiality which one .envisions . _for

oneself.

The responsibility -·for this personal "becoming"

rests solely with each individual.

~In. .summary, existentialism is

a way of thinking and

a basis for acting govern~d by the principle that "existence

precedes essence"; that the personal and subjective elements
of life are of the highest p~iority; that reason is subservient to personal involvement and subjectivity; and that
'

.

each individual, on the basis of his prior existence,
is free and responsible to act in "becoming" the individual
that he·· wants to . be.

With this understandir1g of existent-

ialism as a basis, chapter four comprises an examination
of the traditional categories connected with education,
and specifically Christian education, in the context of the
existential thought world.

CHAPTER IV
BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS OF EXISTJ~liTIALISM

Reality

-

Reality, according to existentialism, is defined in
terms of what it is not and what it is.

Negatively·,

reality is not a platonic-like cqncept of being something
"out_there to trhich the things down here, the world of
..
1
experience, might correspond."
Reality is •~not like
Aristotle's realism, the thing in itself which.confronts
man in the everyday naive experience. 112

Reality is not,

according to existentialism, a "thorough going naturalism",
nor does it find its exemplification in the scientific
~ethod and its results. 3 "Reality, it is believed, is not
t

r·educible to the /rationaly coherent and therefore there is
no basis for speaking of the essence- of a ·thing or human
nature. 114 In other ltords, reality c~ot be spoken of in
the usualy categories, especially not in the category of

..,
,..

.

.

.

rationalism in any exclusive sense.

As David Roberts points

out, in reference to .e xistentialism,

0

It is a protest against

·a11 forms of rationalism which find it easy to assume that

reality can be grasped primarily Qr exclusively by intellectual
means. 115 Static definitions of reality come under existential criticism.

,..

(13)
"Existence is not the static essence of man's being but
that dynamic quality which provides -him the· freedom to
move from the present moment into the possibilities of the
future. 116
Positively, reality as defined by existentialism is

-

primarily a dyn~ic encounter of an individual with any

...

the encounter element.

thing or person in one's environment.· The emphasis is on.
"The thing in itself is not real
but one's experience with it makes it.rea1. 117 As noted
earlier, the principle of subjectivity is pivotal for
·understanding the exietenti~ positi~n.

Robert E. Webber,

quoting George F. Kneller, says,
.
The principle of ·subjectivism is reality for the
existentialist. When a thing takes on personal
meaning through an enounter with .another
person... We can describe the essence.. _of a thing
but in order to really know it to be genuinely ·
. alive or real we have to personally meet it,
have an experience iwth it, become authentically
involved with it ••• one may say that the really
real is one's experience ••• _What matters is that
an individ11al has come in contact with, involved 8
with, and commited to something, and this is real.
According to existentialism, that which is ·o utside
one's own experience is more of a theoretical nature than
.

.

within the confines of reality.

That which is not experienced

in the life of the individual is not real for bjm.

Kenneth

R. Merrill states,

My life is first-personal, not third personal.
The concern .of the existentialist, then, is with
experienced reality rather than with
the collection ·of cp1aJ i ties by which he is. . .- ·· · .■
defined or the external relations by which his ~- ·:
position is plotted; and.with his own participation
in the situation rather9 th:an with the inaccessible
view of its eternali ty_.
•

•:

(14)
Existential reality is sometimes expressed as a
sequence with the statement "existence precedes essence"
being the basis. -·The starting _point and unprovable reality

,.,

is the existence of the self.

Van Cleve Morris, an educator

at the University of Illinois, wr;i:tes, "The priority of
the existential 'I' is therefore a starting hypothesis.
It is a hypothesis only, since there is no :;conceivable

way to verify it. 1110

All subsequent· reality, defined in

existentialiAt terms as "essence" becomes "real" through
.

'

'

the experience of personal involvement by the self.

"A

man's essence is his history and is complete only when he

is dead. 1111

In existential thinking reality is basically

exist'once plus the expez·iences of the existing subje•ct.
And this reality is as diversified as the existing subjects
represented in the.world.
Implications for Christian Education
Reality, according to existentialist understanding,
presents. a number of optioI:1,s to Christian education..

Two·

of these are no absolute· system of reality and no·:.,absolute
system. of truth. 12 The Christian Church traditionally has
assert-e d that its proclamation is absolute and true, in
the sense that it is for all men despite their personal
experience of it.

The reality of the Christ event, Christian

doctrine declares, stands as a reality autsidethe experience ··
of the subjective self and this reality is actual without
personal validation.

(15)
However, the doctrines of the Church have also traditionally
emphasized the- pro nobis character of the Chris.t event.
• The Christ event, the Church says, is of no avail unless
the event · is fo_r each person as an individual.

The · element

of personally experiencing the know1e·dge and reality of God

and the encounter with Christ has been a central element in
the preaching and teaching of the -Church.

Although there

are basic disagreements, existential insights into reality
find a degree of correlation wtth the doctrines of the
Christian Church, especially those which emphasize the need

. for a personal relationship wi t _h God through Christ •
.

In summary, reality for the existentialist begins ·with
the existing self and continues with the personal encounter
of the self with things and persons.
individual is one's own experience.

Reality for each
The existential

elimination of the absolute presents problems for Christi~
education while the -e xistential emphasis on reality as
something. experienced by each individual finde a close
correlation with the personal element in the preaching and
teachingjof the Church.
Authenticity
Authenticity, as defined by existentialists, refers
to one's awareness of oneself· as- a person and the increasing
distinc-t ion one makes between being a person and being a
thing.

The distinction made and the resulting awareness

of personhood, the existentialist asserts, offers the

(16)
possibility of growing into one's fullest potentiality as
a person and thereby ·realizing a high degr~e. of authenticity.
"Authenticity -refers to the development of man's own selfbeing.

A self which is concerned about his freedom to)be a

'person' rather than a 'thing•. 1113

i

Implicit in being·!?i. ·person,

for the exi·st.e ntialist, .is tl1e correlary that each person,
·•

whatever his abiiity or potintial might be, has the possib-_..

Van

ility of realizing his full measure of authenticity.
Cleve Morris writes,

-

Each one· of us wants to know that in som~ genuine
sense we belong to and in the world: we want toknow that our existence is justified, that we are
.not ••• excess ·baggage, a useless surplus in tne
world; we want to know that our existence is not
a chance event not an accident, not an ·error
.
or some kind. 4

.

o

L

.

According to· some existentialist thinkers~ authenticity
is. qu.anti ta·t ive in nature in the sense that . different
.

individuals are at different stages of being ·aware of
themselves as authentic persons.

As Van Cleve Morris states,

As it tu.me out, it is awareness of one's ·own
freedom which he1ps explain whq can and who
cannot claim to be an existentialist. That is to
say, what differentiates people, in an existential
sense, i~ the de~ ee to which they exhibit such awareness
as ·authenticity. 5
.
·

Authenticity, as used by the existentialist, has_ a
polemical or coi;-rective thrust in that it ass.e rts the
uniqueness of each person as opposed to the .conformity
associated )Ti th ·a mass technological socie_ty ~

Gerald F.

Kreyche, Chairman of the Department of Philosophy at De

Paul University, states,·

(17)
"The most specific protest usually regist·e red by the
existentialist is against ~he ever recurring threat of a
de-personalization of human existence."16
According to the existentialist it is the responsibility
of the individual to realize his own authenticity in as
high a degree as is possible for him.

The goal of any

educational system is in terms of assisting development
.
.
rather than fitting persons into a society's pre-set

...

pattern.

Robert E. Webber, quoting George F • . Kneller, says,

For the indiyid11al, the existential approach is
toward the stressing of the responsibility of
developing a mature self. For-most educators .
agree that the pr.ime purpose of the school-· is to enable
the student to .fulfill his · highest · potential·.
For society, the principle that education
is regarded ••• as an antecedent principle
which shapes the destiny of man ••• -is
contradictory to man's freedom and as s~h
cri~ples authentic development of s~lf.

..,

A final factor in the existential concept of authenticity
is the high
,•.
. degree of responsibility that i~ placed on
.,._

the individual for the development and-condition of hie
own person and personality.
•

11

Existentia1 authenticity means,

t ·o tal responsibility for one's own existence. 1118.
Implications for Christian Education

...

John R. Williams cautions -against too free a Christian
adoption of. this type of exist~ntial authenticity •
Christian faith, to be sure, is concerned ab9ut
A• and his salvation, but not first of all that
man may be free, but that God may freely act
through him; not that man may live ·authentically,
but that God who alone is. ~ruth may ·work

(18)

,.,

authentically through him; not tha~ man may affirm
himself, but that, ~orgetting self, the glfgY of _
God may·shine through in all that .he does.
The Church has traditionally taught an exclusive doctrine that
..

man by himself could realize nothing an~.that only through
God's creative acting in a man can authentic and meaningful

selfhood realize itself.

The Church has continually emphas-

ized the iniative of God in any kind of growth process
which involves the individual. in a realization of his

·highest meaning, potential or authenticity in iife.

..

Briefly stated, existential authenticity ·signifies

.

.

i

the awareness by oneself that one .i s distinct~y a person
t=\ .

and· ·not a thing, and this_ awareness continually broadene,

as

•

a man increasingly experie~ces his own· personal potential
•

I

••

The correlation with Christiap
. education is possible so·
.

.

long as the iniative of God is recognized in leading the
person to full authenticity.
Man and His Values
~

The question "What ie man?" is the· central inquiry of
existentialism.

The diversity of proposed answers rune· .

the gamut of existential opinion from- the left to the right.
· The following s.ection of the paper comprises an .e xami~tion

...

of a repre~entative s~plirig of exie~entialist thinking-on
the nature of the human being.

r-t.

However, a few authors stop

short of attempting to define man existentially.

.•

(J.9)

For example, Kenneth Merrill states,
flll\

A man's essence is his history_· and is oomp1ete only.
when he it dead. It follows that it is not possible
to define man -finally and with precision. The only
acceptable ·definition of man wouli0be that .he is -that
creature which cannot be defined.
Moat of the existentialists who attempt a definition of man
do so· in terms of person, process, paradox and subject •
.

Historically, there have been ~t least three general
interpretations as to the nature of man.

First~is the

.

intellectu.alistic view of man. - According to this position,

"man is essentially a mind enclosed~ a mortal body.

The

essence_of his being resides in his rational and logiQal
:processes." 21 ·· Secondly, the naturalistic view " ••• sees
man as a biological and psychological organism acting and
reacting· tp·his environment'! 11 ~ 2 The third view, the person-

alistic .as advocated in gensra1 by existentialists, posits
that man ,, ••• is to be seen· as a dynamic person meeting -other
persons in the oontext of life and history. 1123 In this third
position man exists as an entity, complete and indivisible.
A

number of observations present themselves.if one

.studies the concept of man as a pe~son within the context
of existential thought.

Every person, according to one

writer, is a unique person capable of description at three

levels.

Each person has a unique history, each person is

able to enter into an·• .I-Thou
relationship with other pers~ns,
r•r ......, .
and each person " ••• has the ability to transcend or ris.e

above himself, to live his life in terms of an ultimate
..

- (20_)

concern, and to have a faith relationship with an object
of supreme loyalty. 1124

This threefold description, taken

from a theistic approach within existentialism, exemplifies
the aspect of the dynamic qual·ity of personhood in most
ex'istential
thought •
. . ..
The existential consideration of man as a p~rs·o n
stresses the unique and rmrepeatable nature of each individual.
As Kenneth Merrill state.a,

••• the pronounced existential emphasis on individual ·
responsibility and freedom runs directly. counter to
many tendencies to assimilate the individual to spme
sort of system or to submerge him in some sort of
collectivity ••• For the existentialist, the, man
is more than a collection of characteristics, _more
·than an instance of a universal; he cannot be
ident_ified with any qr all of his objectively
determinable pr~pe 2ties. Ue is a unique, irreplaceable,
· ..·. · · .- ·.historic·al person. '
Concerning this emphasis on the uniqueness of the person
and the necessity of a development of a personal
existentialism, Gerald Kreyche remarks,

,..

If existentialism is a personal affair, ••• then,
unlike other systems of· philosophy, i.~. can never
be a 'hand-me-down.' It must arise anew in

each thinker. As more than one philosopher has
n9ted, th~ existentiali!! of each existentialist
must die with that man.
·

The uniqueness of each person is " ••• a protest against
all views which tend to regard man as if he were_ a thing, :· :

that is, onl.y an assortment. of functions and_reaction,so 1127
Dignity, in existential ~hought, iS a close correlary o~/
·the worth of each person.

John Hutchison expla-i ne, " ••• here

••• man acquires true dignity.

He is not~ object as all

philosophy, materialistic and idealistic alike, regards
him. 1128
.
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Man begins to know himself as a person, some exist~nti~l-

ists say, in. the crisis situations of life when on~ grows
aware of himself in limitary positions.

is drawri from five crisis moments.

..
....

suffering, conflic1;, chance,

The meaning of life

These are

and guilt. 1129

11

•••

dea~h,

Some existential-

ists postulate that-these crisis.'.·moments: -help _·; to make the
•
.person what he 1s.

.

.

Instead of approaching man as a person, some existent-

ialists employ the con~ept of "process" or "interval" to
..

describe the nature of man.

Man here is not static or even

molecular in nature but rather, according to ·::.Carl Mi-chalson,
.

He is a being who is not what ho.ce..n be.· But
philosophy has rarely def~ned man as ~hat
interval itself. ?4an is not a substance which
is constantly undergoing tension and revision.
Man is the tension. ·He is the p~ocess of
revision. I{is is not the beginning and he is ·
not the end. He is the ·.tight~rope dance between
•• -.Man is when he relates, ,rhen he acts, 11hen he
decides. And ; he does not act at all? Then
he evaporates.

0

\flith•·~ similar concern, Raymond E. Al1derson writes,
•

Existentially, a person is al.ways seen as being in
a particular situation. Here he often is facing
alternative courses of action, and he always is in
process~ movin~ forward in ~ime 3pd in a sense
coming into being every moment.
· ·

In the third place, some existentialists picture
man in·=~terms of paradox.

The para~ox may be outlined as

Van Cleve Morris describes,

The· one side is ·t he uniqueness of me. The other·
side, my existence is a big joke, a huge _delusion.
Each of us-recognizes,- when we refl~ct on it for
a moment, that we count for absolut~ly nothing •••

""'

-

(22)

In ten, or a. hundred, or five hundred years, all
residual effects of rry existence shall have
disappeared, all motions shall iave ex~ended their
last quantum of enerey , and the fact of my presence,
t·1hile sti ll a fac t, shall have been empti ed of
signi f icance , my me~~ng in the world f i nally
exhausted and spent .
The paradox is that one is of absolute value in the uorl d
and one i s of absolutely no value whatsoever.

-

Centra.1 to

the paradoxical understanding of man i s the ambiguity,
absurdity and irony t hat enter the lives of many men .
Fi nally , many existenti ali sts define man as being
subject.

nan

is on hi s own to work out the "essence" of

his l i fe uithout ei ther guidance or rules.

"Indeed,

exi stenti al man is on hie o,m.

He alone i s r eeponsi ble for
his nature and for his choices, and hence for hio dei:;tiny. 1133
Turning from the concept of man to his values, ono
finde in existentiali s t t hought that hur.:.an-values are
dependent on the preceding concepts of man as n 1,erson.

""

Tho individual i s the beginning and continuing eround of
values.

...

Values for the eY.istentialist a.re freely adopted,

result from the personal choosing of the existential subject,
and are unique for each i ndivi dual • . Completely free choice
is the basis for establishing any kind of personal value
system.

George F. Imeller otates ,

If the basis of morality is f r eedom, we cannot
expect the individual to embrace moral s t andards
t. at have been l aid do1m i ndependently of hira and to
which ha i s told to conform irres .active of his
personc.1. f eelingo .
ues tha t are not freely
chosen are valueless .

v, 4

r

FIii

(23)

Robert Webber, quoting George Kneller, spells out the
.latter principle:
.

.

The existentialist· do.e s ·no·t believe that values exist
apart from the free acts · of man. For this reason
the highest value is the recognition of freedom and
the lowest morality is the subjection of the
1ndividual consciou~ness to s;'1-dards or principles
which have been pre-ordained.
Values for_ society as a shole, according to the
existentialist, are stronger as_ a reslilt of individual
commitment rather than those developed by enforced obedience

.,..,.

to an ou~side system.

'

Van Cleve Morris states this problem

in ·the following way:

"In short·, do we understand man in
relation to the world or the world in relation to man? 1136
.

Existentially, the second option produces the strong individual

commitment and personal responsibility that characterizes

,.,

the goals· of most existentialists.

.

A final characteristic of the role of values in
existential-thought, especially non-theistic existential
thought, is the baseless origin of these values.
CS1

As

Morris writes, "The hard part comes in accepting personal
responsibility for the authorship on one's own values and,
specifically, accepting the notion that they are wi~hout
base but are instead original wi. th one's ·own life. 1137
Implications for Christian Education·
The personalistic concept of man corresponds rather

closely to the New Testament picture of the whole or complete

man.

(24)

Existential emphasis on the centrality of the person can
be applie~ to the Christian emphas·is on the direction of
God I a activ.i ty in and t.oward men.

Restraint is exercised

by a.few authors in regard to the existentialist positio~
regarding man.

Webber stresses the doctrine of original sin

in opposition to the ~xistential emphasis on freedom ·of
individual developme~t.
The existential.1st w}J.ile stressing the necessity of
freedom for the individual seems to take a naive
view of man. He believes that each person,. given
an opportunity to be co~pletely free to be himself
will be of benefit to society. Surely ~reedom for some
men wo:u1,d r;8ult in actions detrimental to the whole
of society.

•

Another author, John A. Iiutchison, a Jewish rabbi,

finds what he cqnsiders to be a weakness in the existential

location of all values in the.realm of the individual consciousness instead of allowing the past and future some
degree of prominence.
On the other hand, is not optimism more likely when
man can look to the past for guidance, to heave~
for direction, to his fellow man for assistance
and to the experie~ es of the ages for support
and· encouragement. 9
•
·
Positively, the existentialist ·concept of man as

-

a developing individual fully responsible for his own
poai tion and gz·owth in the world corresponds closely

to the Christian emphasis-on the individual's responsibility

for living •his life fully in obedience· to God.

The element

of dill~rence occurs in that some existentialists deny
that the individual can be bbedient ~o a power outside
l1imself and yet claim to be a fully aut.onomous deciding
.

individual.

,.

In sumrn~rizing the ·e xistential understanding of man
and hie V~.tlues ,. it is noted that man is ·d efined in a number

...

o.f ,rays; as person, process, paradox or subject; and that
the existential concept of man's values is closely tied in
,,ith one' a unde.rstanding of man.

The main ·e xistential conc~pt ·

of man as person, although there are significant areas of
.

.

divergence from the traditional Christian definition ·o f

man,. _c orrelates closely· to the Christian understanding of
man as a shole non-segmented individual •.

· The ~allowing section examines specific unde~standings

-

of the religious and moral values within the existential
context.

Religious and Moral Values
Religious and moral values within existentialism provide
the widest range o-f diversity of all the categories considered.
Baslcally the diversity of opinion can be classified according
.
to three characteristics. First, the vast majority of
existentialists affjrm that God is not necessary.

...

This is not

to say that God does .or does not exist but rather that one
cannot prove ·.·or ~is prove this possibility of .existence.
"It is true that there is not a single existentialist who
affirms that God ~s_necessary.
..
.

.

.

Some .call that atheism.
.

Others regard it as the way to- -l~t- God ~-be. ' 1140
Secondly, the theistic existentialist accepts God
while the non-theistic exist·e nt·ialist does not.

In each

•

(26)

In each case this acceptance or non-acceptance is in terms
of complete personal committment.
But the same quality of passionate personal involvement
is _p resent in each position. For if God were necessary
you could neither deny nor biiieve him. He would be
a fate requiring submission.

In the third place, many existentialists avoid dogmatically

,.

ruling out the possibility of God's existence.

Carl Michalson

states it more strongly, "all existential.ists agree in
affirming that God is possible ••• " 42 For the theistic
existentialist, "To talk about God in objective terms or
scientific terms is really a sin.

God is only rightly
spoken of as one who has a claim on us." 43 For the non-

theistic existentialist, "No creed either of science or
religious dogma is .able to vali~ate moral decisions •
.

They are only accepted or rejected by the individual as
he stMde before his own responsibility. 1144
Even the non-theist'ic or confessedly "atheistic"
existentialists,. such as Fredrich Nietzsche, have oppos~d
the concept of God but in a special sense.

,..

What is rarely understood about existentiali.sm
is that its obituary at the grave of God is
meant to be the testimony of -a witness. Deicide
has been committed. Existentialism is not the
_m urder~r. It is simply ~he witness to the crime.
As Nietzsche said, it is the churches which are
the tombs of God, and God is dead not because He
never existed, but because peopl~ have killed
Hi~ with belief. The very m~,r of the ·c hurch' s
credance is .the murder weapon.
A

unique educational institution, the Educational

Cent·e r of St. Louis, employs insights of the existentialist
discipline in treating religious questions and their answers.
According to the Education center the basic religious question
of man, in an existential context, are:

,_

. (27)

a.

-

b.

c.

,_

-

d.

Who am I? Who is the person who is my self?
Why do I respond to life as I do? What is
the true shape of my personhood? What is the
meaning of me?·
Who are you? What is the meaning of you? In
relati·on to me"/ Are our lives inextricably
interwoven? Who are my·people? What do we·
mean tp each other?.
Where ~o I live? Where is my place in all this,
my true place? Where-do I belong? Where is
home for me?
What's around the corner? What is life? What
is my destiny?:~ In what can I place my faith?
Am I tossed around by fate sr is there
an eternal destiny for me?4

In s1immary, ex-istentialism is necessarily neither positive

or negative in its position. or attitude tow~d God.

However,

whicheve~ position an existentialist takes, it te characterist-

ically strongly personal.
Implications for Christian Education

The existentialist approach, especially the nature
and dep~h of the questioning of the nature and meaning of
.at

human existence, provid~s a commo~ ground upon which the
Church ca.ti approach people with its answers
_to these questions.
.
.

The wide diversity of_poeitions toward theology and the
Christi~ faith ~-s such that no general implications can

-

be reached~

In an alerting and assisting function, the.

inquiry and philosophy of the existentialist movement
could prove·~-valua.ble both from the_internal standpoint
of trying to understand the message of the Christian faith
and the external effort at unders·tanding the concerns o.f
tho·se outside the faith so that the Christian message c·an

(28")

be communicated meaningfully •.

A significant part of the values that have been
.

.

ment-ioned to which more detailed attention is now given
is that of the role

of

freedom, responsibility and··choice in

the existential concept of life.
Freedom,· Responsibility and Choice
Three facets in existentialist thought_go back to a
common root concept.

This basic concept
is the autonomous
.
.

nature of man in the world.

By this is meant that the

highest bar that each individual stands befor~ is the bar
both.of· one's own freedom ·and one's own judgment.

There

is no basis for judgment higher or more existentially
relevant than that of a person's own evaluation of personal
·. action and speech.

With this autonomous base as a starting

point, the areas of freedom, · choice and responsibility can·
,_

be seen as telescoping OU:t of each other·.

A.s an autonomous

individual man is free to make -choices which involve him
in responsibility for ·his choices.

This relationship 'C!JB.Y

be clarified by examining-each concept singularly.

..

First, each individual is completely free.

In exist-

entialist -terminology this signifies that each man of
necessity develops the. ·way· he wills to develop and that
the sole responsibility for success or failur~ in this
• endeavor lies with the individual.

Van Cleve Morris describes

thi.s as· follows:·

But here is just the problem.

'

If man's essence were-

(29)

already given, then we wouldn't be free;
we would merely be acting·out the destiny of
man, speaking lines on a vast super-Shakespearean
stage whict7had been written in advance for our
utterance.

-

The.~ term- ''essence" is used in tl1e sense of whatever
potentialities lie within the grasp of the indiyid~al
duri~g his time on earth. -~-· this type of ~hinking each
person's life is viewed in its to~ality as time to be used
in developing what one personally feels to be one's own
I .

unique personhood.

In various existentialists this freedom takes the implications of either condemnation or blessing or shades in between.

Illustrative of the first, Simone de .Beauvoir,

a leading French existentialist, has·said:
..

.

.

Freedom is, then, a terrifying burden, a burden
of a desperately serious lack, a burden so
terrifying it has bec~me the source of an endemic✓ 48
human sickness recognized in life. today as anxiety.
In a similar·vein, Oswald O.· Schrag has said in describing
"Men are ··c ondemned to be free, and it is
the -kind of freedom which makes man a h~meless. .creature. 1149
existentialism:

..

As a source of positive attitudes, freedom in an existentn=I

ialist· sense affords each individual the opportunity -to_

develop as far as one wishes in the direction one wishes.

"Involved in the whole existentialist approach to life is

,.,
.

,..

the necessity· of the freedom to choose. or to project a
life for oneself. 1150
Existential. freedom is not singular in nature ·but

,..

(30)

according to some existentialists, such as George F. Kneller.,
it is closely related to social ._goals for humanity.
Since man is free, the philosopher must expose,
not as an observer only but also as one passionately
committpd to his Olm point of view, those tendencies
_in the twentieth century which act to dehumanize
man by ·undermintng .·th~·s . freedom, such .as the
exploitation of hucan rmits by the mass media, ·the
subordination. of individuals to machines or to an
economic_ syste~, the tyranny of the majority in the
democratic process and of the gfoup in social affairs. 51
Extending out of this freedom and inextricably bound

U:P with it., choice and its corr~_lary responsibility, are
placed.

In existentialism choice is the instrument or the

process whereby one individual (one existent).grows into
· an essence .( one 's own potential as determined by oneself) •
As Kenneth R. Merrill formulates this process:
What sets man off from other beings whos~- essences .
predetermine their existence -is his power of choice;
and this rests, of course, on his consciousness.
By the ·v ery act of becoming conscious of himself as
this· ·or tha_t, man transcends being just this or that.
Man is perpetually becomi,~ what he w~s not, and
this by making _decisions.
.
~he basis for determining what particular ·c hoice to make .
in a situation varies from person to person

bu~ the

emphasis in existentia~ism is . the need for the person to
exercise the choice and so fulfill his own personhood.
Existential choice is impregnated with responsibility

,..

·--

of a two fold nature, responsibility to self and the
implications of this for others.

The primary center of

responsibility is the self and the se1f is the only center
of appeal for the consequences of any choice.

(31)

With the self all responsibility finds its criteria for
realization or denial.
.
.

Merrill states:

Y.18.n is responsible, awfully ••• responsible, for what
he does. And this fact is closely relat~d to
the insistence on ireedom. What a man- is cannot
be attributed to anyone -else; he alone is final,,
responsible for what he is ~d what he becomes. ---

,..

..

This respons~bility is not limited to the self as Merrill

-

further states, ·" But a man is responsible not .only for the
consequences of his choice for himself; he is responsible
for these consequences ·for all mankind."~ 4 ·s ince it is
especially t1--u.e of exist~ntialism that one becomes involved

..

with the varieties of experiences of life, the aspect of
•

responsibility for one's actions in terms of effects on
others is stressed.

In ~umrnary, freedom, choice and responsibility are
al J interlinked ·and arise from the exis_tentialist position

that man is an autonomous being in the world.

With this as

a starting point the individital _seeks to live his life in

working out his own "potential" by exer·c ising his free choice

· ever mindful of·the personal responsibility that he has in
doing this.
Implications for Christian Education
The common gro:und between existential.is1n and its

implications for Christian education is the basis for man's
- freedom, choice and responsibility.

The Church teaches that

.

(32) ,

~

a man becomes truly autonomous by a· re-l ationship to- God

.through Jesus Christ, although this is in a differe;nt

,..

sense from that spoken of by existenti~ists.

an area of approach.

This provides

The.se three terms and their meanings

are common t~ .both existentialism and Christian teachi-ng

and f~itful discussion could center on the basis of autonomy.
Existenti~l thought has only recently entered_the

...

area of educational theory and methodology.

The number of

publications in this area is still quite restricted.

However,

a _number of newer ·works have begun formulating con.c epts in

It is this endeavor ·which is examined in the final

this area.

section of jart four.
Educational Theory and Methodo1ogy

...

Once again a basic difficulty in exa-mi ning this area
.

of existentialis~ thought -~s the diversity

is found.

9f opinio~ that

However, certain
guiding principles are common
•

to the majority of existentialists.

These principles are

t=I

assessed below as well as a number of methods that embody
.

.

these principl~·s ·in working educ-a tiona1 si tuationa ~

In educational theory the role of the individual
is central for the existentialist.

George F. Kneller

states,
Instead of fitting into the society the existenti~list ··
would stress the need for the individual to develop
for the sake of the individual. Individuality and
diffe;rentness vs.· conformity and cooperation •• -. these
observations lead us to describe existentialism's

(33)

understanding of education as the creative -attempt
to solve the problem of the 55e1ationship between
the individual and society.
·
Closely correlated with this role of t~e individual
is the c·oncept of freedom.

,...

Kneller states,

The uncompromising affirmation of authentic freedom
and individual uniqueness is the stirring message of· 56
. existentialism for the philosophy· of education ~oday.
The school must encourage the growth qf ·free, -creative

individuality, not "adjustment" or the insidious
pressure to conform, which·lurks beneath the . bland
exterior of that ·over-venerated concept, "team epirit. 1157

The polemical spirit of this emphasis on ~divid12aJ freedom
as opposed to adjustment principles· is to be noted in InF.ny
positions taken by exist~ntialists.
A third emphasi·s in .educational theory as formulated

by an existentialist is the need for involvement in the

educational process.

Van Cleve -Morris says,

To the existentialist, involvement means the ·
. experience of getting perso·nally implicated
in the situations of life. In education, !t .means
the learner's experience of getting personally
implicated
his subject matter and -in the situation
around him.
·
.

;B

The role of the teacher in the educati·o nal process is

one of being the midwife to the development of the ·child's
or student's personal growth.

As Van -Cleve Morris explains,

• ·•• there are three constituent awarenesses which
inake up the psychological content of "self":·
1. I am a choosing agent, unable to-avoid
choosing my way through life.
2. · · I am a free agent, absolutely free to· ·set
__ the goals of my own life. .
. .
,. I am a responsible agent, personally accountable
for my free Ghoices as they are reveale_d
in how I live .my life.
The teacher's imperative is to arrange the learning
situation in such a way as to bring home the tru~ij
of the·s e three propositions to every indiiridua1.

(34)

The emphasis here is· to make the student aware of his own
.

personal existenc·e and responsibility ·for his life.

The aim of the educational process as rresented
from an existential viewpoint·stand out when the existent- ,
iaiist cr~ticizes current educational theory and processes.

For exampl~, Van Cleve Morris states,
••• each viewpoint makes the . same mistake, the
· mistake of believing that ·. the young are things
to be worked over in some fashion to bring them
into alignment with a prior notion of what they
_should be. The young, in these conceptions of
edu~ation, ~to be used· they are to be •·
employed on behalf of(~) a prepared, precertified
idea of "hiunan nature" which they are expected
to fulfill, (2) an objective body of extant
subject matter ·which they a:re exJEcted to absorb,
(3) an objective concept of· a.culture's ways and means
of living which they are expected to assume,
·
or (4) a set of dispositions, deemed fundamental,
which are to be formed in them and for whic&othey
are exifScted to become the living vehicles.

For the purpose of fulfilling these existentialist
goals in. the educatio11al setting a number of approaches
bave been presented.

These are basically four.

The

Socratic method is highly valued because it seeks to instill

in the student the critical. faculties for determining whether
or not something is meaningful. in the life of a person.
S~condly, play is valued. highly by the existentialist because
it tends to reveal and open up the true self.

Thirdly,

the existentialist is not· anti-curriculum but emphasizes

the encounter of the student with the curriculum.
Fourthly, the existentialist promotes the search for.truth
as a passionate meeting rather than as information to be
mastered and memorized. 61

(35)

Implications for Christian Eduaation
The Ohurch_and·existentialism begin in much . the .same
manner, with an emphasis on the personal.
,_.

-

The Church,

with it~ doctrine of the persona~ God and its chief mani~
fe~tation _in the doctrine of the Incarnation has a rich
.

.

.

.

source and background to incorporate the findings of the
per·sonal elements in existential~t philosophy.

The emphasis

in existentialist education on the pers·onal nature of education
.

fits well with the whole_ pro nobis character of Christian education.

•

--

••

I

•··■•

CHAPTER V

SU}II,1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS·

...,

Existentialism centers its concerns around the individual
.

.

.

.

and it is from this · etarting · point that all additional concepts
and attitudes are developed_.

The summary statement "existence

precedes essence" explains thi:s:·central understanding of

exis-t entialism.

The fact that a person is, that one -exist~

per~, precedes the fact that a person develops into an
individual with differer1t characteristics from all those
around him.

Exia~entia1ists hold that reality is that

which qne personally encounters, authenticity is eetablished
by coming aware of -oneself as an existing individual, man

as the unique center of c.o neciouenesa, and the autonomous
nature of man places both a wide freedom and heavy responsibility
on each person.

In relation to Christian education there is a great
..

deal of common ground found -in the areas of personal involvement

_in the experiences

of

one has for leading

life, in the responsibility that each

a free and resP.onsibile life, in respect

for the worth of the indivicb1al against and idea or power

that would make man less -than he is, a unique individual.
of infinite worth.

Problem areas lie especially · in the

existential emphasis on the need for each-. individual to

set his own standards, on the relativi~y of all truth and

,(37)

-

v~ue, and perhaps foremost, the belief on the _part. of

many existential thinkers that man will act in a responsible
way ~f given.the freedom and opportunity.·

In conclusion, there is significant correlation in the

concerns of both existentialism and Christianity and the

-,

insights of both · thought wo~lds could well be eynt~esi-z ed
•in a constructiv:e manner so that a meaningful mes.s_a ge
could come forth, from the C~~ch's point of view
presentation of the Gospel •

...
,..

....

a better

,..
.

i~
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